
Era™ 
makes 
great 
things 
happen
Product portfolio 4.0



This business 
is personal
At Unitron, we believe that this business is personal and this belief shapes 
everything we do. The technologies we choose to develop, the products we 
bring to market, the level of support we provide and the team we put together 
to make it all happen are focused on a unified goal: Helping you improve your 
patient’s lives.

We believe in relationships
We understand that relationships really matter in this business. Each member of our dedicated 
global team is personally committed to the success of your business and providing greater 
satisfaction for your patients. You can count on us to genuinely listen to what you and your 
patients need, to work hard to make things easier and to be here whenever you need us. 

Our products make a difference
We focus our innovations on bringing real life benefits to people with hearing loss. Our team 
of audiologists and engineers share a relentless drive to improve patient acceptance. So our 
technologies work towards improving speech intelligibility in noise and delivering natural 
sound quality – the two things that we know keep hearing instrument wearers satisfied.

We are committed to supporting you and delivering what you need to do your best work. 
Because hearing matters.





Era 
powers 
the evolution 
of natural 
hearing
Era™ is the dawn of high-fidelity sound

Developed by Sonova, and purpose-driven by Unitron

Era offers dramatic increases in processing speed, 
capacity and memory leading to breakthroughs in  
high-fidelity sound and automatic performance

Era transforms our hearing instruments. So your  
patients can take pleasure in listening the way  
nature intended



Era

10 MHz clock speed 

200 million operations per second 

16 million transistors 

2x the available RAM



Hearing instruments 
work together to pinpoint 
the direction of speech

SpeechZone activates 
maximum directionality

We focus on 
what matters most
Hearing matters to Unitron. But we are not content with simply making  
hearing better. We are determined to make it the best that it can possibly be. 

Better speech in noise
Your patients want to understand speech in noise. So we continually challenge ourselves to find 
meaningful solutions.

Our blended automatic approach transitions in changing listening environments effortlessly. 
Wearers simply enjoy easy, natural listening. This Automatic Program is further enhanced by 
SmartFocus,™ clinically proven technology that puts the spotlight on speech, while unwanted 
sounds fade quietly into the background for optimal speech intelligibility in noise.

Even in challenging environments
We created SpeechZone™ for those challenging speech in noise situations. Thanks to 
the power of binaural spatial processing, SpeechZone activates maximum directionality 
when the hearing instruments determine that speech is coming from the front in a noisy 
environment. It zones in on speech, for easier conversations even in the toughest situations.



Remarkable sound quality and comfort
Sophisticated technologies work in the background to deliver sounds the way nature intended.

Natural Sound Balance constantly monitors the amplified sounds that can cause unnatural 
artifacts in open fittings, making precise, adaptive adjustments to preserve one clear, 
balanced signal.

Pinna Effect recreates the natural acoustics of the ear’s pinna, providing a more true-to-life 
listening experience for both BTE and ITE hearing instruments.

Best first fit. Optimal end result 
Better hearing can’t happen unless hearing instruments stay on ears. The Automatic 
Adaptation Manager helps overcome new wearer resistance to accepting the full amplification 
required by gently transitioning them from a comfortable first fit to the amplification that will 
ultimately provide them with long term optimal speech understanding. 



Moxi
The Moxi™ family of hearing instruments  
combines natural sound with a comfortable fit  
that’s so easy to wear. Powered by Era, every Moxi  
is a beautiful little RIC (Receiver-in-Canal) packed  
with technologies that deliver effortless listening  
in any situation. Help your patients discover how  
much clearer life can sound with a little Moxi. 

Moxi Kiss:  
The natural evolution of Moxi
Moxi couldn’t sound more natural, so we made 
it more beautiful. It still offers the high-fidelity, 
natural sound and fully automatic performance 
that your patients love. Only now it comes 
wrapped in an inspired new design that’s fluid, 
refined and very hard to resist.



Receiver type: Standard (xS) Power (xP) Super power (xSP)

Output / gain (2cc) 112/45 126/55 129/61

Open dome • •

Closed dome • •

Power dome • •

Sleeve mold • •

Power shell •

cShell (hard and soft options) • • •

Fitting charts

 

Ultimate fitting flexibility
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Moxi Pro
Moxi Pro is a premium hearing instrument featuring 
sophisticated technology that automatically makes speech 
easier to understand even in the most challenging listening 
environments with SpeechZone. 

Moxi 20
Moxi 20 has the most advanced automatic performance 
delivering exceptional sound quality for patients who 
frequently find themselves in demanding listening situations. 
Includes teachable programs, outstanding music listening, 
and restores ears natural acoustics with Pinna Effect.

Moxi 12
Moxi 12 has advanced automatic performance delivering 
superior sound quality for patients who have active lifestyles, 
including control of comfort and clarity as well as Binaural 
Phone for hearing phone conversations in both ears.

Moxi 6
Moxi 6 is for patients who interact in fewer, quieter 
environments and who can still benefit from wireless 
technologies. 

Moxi E
Moxi E is the accessible and affordable entry-level option.



Performance profile Pro 20 12 6 E

Channels / bands 20 20 12 6 6

Processing types WDRC and linear WDRC and linear WDRC and linear WDRC and linear WDRC and linear

Adaptive directional Multiband Multiband Multiband Multiband •

Signature features

SpeechZone™ •

Automatic with SmartFocus™ Automatic 4 Automatic 4 Automatic 3 Automatic 2 Manual

Patient control of SmartFocus™ • • •

Automatic Adaptation Manager • • • • •

Pinna Effect • •

LearnNow™ • •

Self learning • • •

Binaural Phone • • •

Natural Sound Balance • • • • •

AntiShock™ • • • • •

Additional features

Manual programs Up to 3 Up to 3 Up to 3 Up to 3 Up to 4

Feedback manager • • • • •

Wind noise manager • • • • •

Easy-t • • • • •

MyMusic™ • • • • •

Accessories (optional)

Remote control • • • • •

Smart Control remote • • • • •

uDirect™ 2 • • • •

uTV™ 2 • • • •

uMic™ • • • •

Smart Alert™ System • • • • •

Moxi at a glance
Five technology levels. Natural, comfortable listening. All with the Moxi attitude you know and love.

Products shown at actual size 

Compatibility may be limited by product style

In all technology levels:
• 3 streaming programs (not available with E)
• DuoLink
• Tinnitus masker
• Data logging
• Plasma coating
• IntelliVent technology for custom ear pieces



The new Moxi Kiss



Quantum
The Quantum™ family of hearing instruments 
provide clear speech understanding, even in the 
most challenging listening environments. The full 
line up of behind-the-ear (BTE) and in-the-ear (ITE) 
styles come with intuitive automatic performance 
and beautiful music sound quality. Powered by 
Era, Quantum delivers high-fidelity listening just 
the way nature intended. Everywhere.



Quantum performs

ITE performance profile

BTE performance profile
Style: Micro Standard High Power 

Peak output / gain 2cc filtered earhook 133/57 129/60 133/70

Peak output / gain 2cc slim tube 126/54 124/53 130/65

Battery size 312 13 13

Plasma coating • • •

Fitting charts

Battery size: 13 312 10A 

Peak output / gain (2cc)
Micro CIC 108/35

M (moderate) 112/40 112/40 112/40 

P (power) 117/50 117/50 117/50

HP (high power) 122/60 122/60 122/60

SP (super power) 130/70 130/70

Wireless •  Optional

Directional microphone •  Optional

Fitting charts
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Micro CIC



Performance profile Pro 20 12 6 E

Channels / bands 20 20 12 6 6

Processing types WDRC and linear WDRC and linear WDRC and linear WDRC and linear WDRC and linear

Adaptive directional Multiband Multiband Multiband Multiband •

Signature features

SpeechZone™ •

Automatic with SmartFocus™ Automatic 4 Automatic 4 Automatic 3 Automatic 2 Manual

Patient control of SmartFocus™ • • •

Automatic Adaptation Manager • • • • •

Pinna Effect • •

LearnNow™ • •

Self learning • • •

Binaural Phone • • •

Natural Sound Balance • • • • •

AntiShock™ • • • • •

Additional features

Manual programs Up to 3 Up to 3 Up to 3 Up to 3 Up to 4

Feedback manager • • • • •

Wind noise manager • • • • •

Easy-t and DAI • • • • •

MyMusic™ • • • • •

Accessories (optional)

Remote control • • • • •

Smart Control remote • • • • •

uDirect™ 2 • • • •

uTV™ 2 • • • •

uMic™ • • • •

Smart Alert™ System • • • • •

In all technology levels:
• 3 streaming programs (not available with E) 
• DuoLink
• Data logging
• Plasma coating 
• IntelliVent technology for custom ear pieces

Quantum at a glance
Five technology levels. Delivering high-fidelity sound. Providing the most natural listening. 

Compatibility may be limited by product style



Products shown at actual size

Quantum Pro
Quantum Pro is a premium hearing instrument featuring 
sophisticated technology that automatically makes speech 
easier to understand even in the most challenging listening 
environments with SpeechZone. 

Quantum 20
Quantum 20 has the most advanced automatic performance 
delivering exceptional sound quality for patients who 
frequently find themselves in demanding listening situations. 
Includes teachable programs, outstanding music listening, 
and restores ears natural acoustics with Pinna Effect.

Quantum 12
Quantum 12 has advanced automatic performance delivering 
superior sound quality for patients who live active lifestyles, 
including control of comfort and clarity as well as Binaural 
Phone for hearing phone conversations in both ears.

Quantum 6
Quantum 6 is for patients who interact in fewer, quieter 
environments and who can still benefit from wireless 
technologies.

Quantum E
Quantum E is the accessible and affordable entry-level option.



Max
Meet Max,™ the Super Power that fights  
over-amplification automatically and gradually, 
while every feature works towards the goal 
of maximizing speech intelligibility without 
compromising awareness. Fight over  
amplification and provide the best possible  
long term hearing outcomes with Max.



Style: SPm SP

Battery size 13 675

Peak output / gain (2cc) 
unfiltered earhook

140/75 dB 142/82 dB

Peak output / gain (2cc) 
filtered earhook

133/68 dB 135/75 dB

Peak output / gain (2cc) 
power slim tube

140/75 dB 142/82 dB

Fitting charts

The power to perform

Power slim tube
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Max 20
Max 20 offers features designed with purpose and working 
in harmony to maximize speech intelligibility. Automatic 
performance delivers exceptionally clear sound quality 
for patients who frequently find themselves in demanding 
listening situations.

Max 6
Max 6 is accessible and affordable for patients who interact 
in fewer, quieter environments but who can still benefit from 
wireless technologies.

Max E
Max E is the accessible and affordable entry-level option.



Performance profile 20 6 E

Channels / bands 20 6 6

Adaptive directional Multiband Multiband •

Program options

Automatic Program 4 2

Manual programs 3 3 4

Streaming programs 3 3

SP specific features

Power Adaptation Manager • • •

Frequency compression • • •

SmartFocus™ SP Yes with patient control • •

Bass enhancer • • •

Signature features

Binaural Phone •

LearnNow™ •

Self learning •

Pinna Effect •

AntiShock™ • • •

Accessories (optional)

Remote control • • •

Smart Control remote • • •

uDirect™ 2 • •

uTV™ 2 • •

uMic™ • •

Smart Alert™ System • • •

Super Power mini and Super Power are shown  
at actual size for comparison

Max at a glance
Three technology levels. Protects hearing, promotes intelligibility. Optimized for severe to profound hearing loss.

In all technology levels:
• WDRC and linear processing
• Automatic Adaptation Manager
• Feedback manager
• Wind noise manager
• Easy-DAI (not available with E)
• Easy-t
• MyMusic™

• DuoLink
• Data logging
• Plasma coating





Enrich their 
hearing 
experience
Accessories can add a satisfying new dimension 
to your patients’ listening experience. Unitron 
offers a range of convenient and easy-to-use 
accessories designed to meet a variety of 
patient needs – from connectivity and control, 
to convenience and safety.

Hear it from the source
uMic™ is a personal wireless microphone system that lets 
patients hear their companions more easily in challenging 
listening environments. The speaker can attach uMic using 
the built-in clip or lanyard loop and wirelessly send audio 
directly to both hearing instruments through uDirect™ 2. uMic 
transmits sound to uDirect 2 from up to 20 meters (65ft.) away 
and provides up to 8 hours of streaming on a single charge.

Shown at actual size



Enjoy a  
finer level  
of control

Essential  
features are 
a click away

Connect.  
Control. 
Enjoy

Television the 
way it was meant  
to sound

For patients who want more 
control over their listening 
experience, the full-featured 
Smart Control remote lets 
patients easily make a wide 
range of adjustments,  
including real-time control  
over listening comfort  
and clarity.

The Unitron remote control 
is perfect for patients 
who want discreet, 
straightforward control over 
the essential features on 
their hearing instruments.

uDirect 2 provides full 
connectivity to mobile 
phones, TVs, FM receivers 
and MP3 players, delivering 
clear, natural audio directly 
to both hearing instruments. 
It also acts as a remote for 
quick access to volume 
control, SmartFocus control, 
program toggle or the  
home program. 

uTV™ 2 wirelessly sends 
stereo audio from the 
television directly to both 
hearing instruments 
through uDirect 2 for easy, 
enjoyable listening. Your 
patients easily control 
the volume and it acts as 
a cradle to conveniently 
charge and store the 
uDirect 2 when not in use. 

Bring confidence home
The Smart Alert™ System is for patients who want to feel safe 
and confidently aware of important signals in their home. This 
fully integrated hearing and alerting system enables important 
household alerts such as telephone, doorbell and fire alarm to 
communicate directly with hearing instruments.



Simply  
easier fittings
Unitron TrueFit™ software makes fitting simpler and more satisfying with 
smooth workflow that’s flexible, intuitive and easy to use. Excellent first 
fit lets you focus on your patient with the knowledge that control is there 
whenever you need it. Wireless programming allows for a cable- and  
hassle-free fitting while Flex™ provides additional opportunities to deliver 
enhanced services.

Unitron TrueFit  
software is the easy part
Intuitive interface – streamlines fittings so customizing  
hearing instruments is efficient and effortless

Workflow-driven – established workflows and ongoing development  
incorporating your best fitting practices 

Precise control when you need it – adjustable fitting parameters  
address your patients’ specific needs

Patient-focused – tools, resources and counseling support  
for the most positive fitting experience

Wireless Programming
iCube allows you to easily program wireless hearing 
instruments. Simply slip iCube over the patient’s head  
and begin. Efficient, flexible and hassle-free.



Delight and  
satisfy with Flex 
Flex:trial™ is a totally unique approach to reducing the barriers of wearing hearing 
instruments. It allows you to program a single Flex:trial device to higher or lower levels  
of technology as many times as needed, for the time period you choose.

Flex:trial is available on all Unitron BTE and RIC hearing instruments.

Let your patients experience the benefits of amplification at the technology level that’s right 
for them, outside of your clinic and in their lives, right away. Give them the style they want  
in a fit that sounds just right with Flex:trial.



Gary is wearing Moxi Kiss 
in espresso boost



Products shown at actual size



At Unitron, we care deeply about people with hearing loss. We work closely with hearing 
healthcare professionals to provide hearing solutions that improve lives in meaningful ways. 
Because hearing matters.

unitron.com C/12-042  028-5988-02


